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TCG Rengo (S) Pte Ltd, Singapore
“On The Roll”
No longer a stranger to Prestige Atlantic’s cutting edge and
comprehensive business solutions, TCG Rengo Singapore has
already been enjoying the leverage that its previous
installation the CPS/ Enterprise, has been giving to make its
processes faster and more accurate. The solution is already
helping TCG Rengo Singapore manage costs from inventory
to production to warehouse.
With the latest addition of CPS/ Enterprise Plug-In RF Roll
Stock, the objective is to increase productivity and further
simplify the roll stock inventory operation. There are two
major functions in this module:
The Wet-End operation is basically an operation that makes
the entire process more accurate and systematic using
barcodes. By pasting a barcode on each roll stock
(complete with specifications like paper type, substance
etc), the roll stock is now identifiable via the bar code. When
it is kept in the warehouse, it can be picked up correctly and
easily via a hand-held mobile device.

Motorola AP 6521 Access Point
 Cover 100 meters open area
 Secured Wireless System and Power over Internet

MC 3190 (Mid-Range)
 Scan up to 1-2 feet
 Good for Wet-End Operation

New Roll-Stock Label
- in HP laser A4 Size
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Once scanned, the CPS Server detects that the roll has already been supplied for production run. It will be transferred to
the corrugator machine standby area, and the bar code will be torn off. When the production is over, the wet-end
operator scans the barcode and updates the CPS System that the roll has been fully consumed. If it is partially consumed,
the CPS System will also detect this and it will be returned into the inventory as butt roll. The butt roll remains are
automatically computed and a barcode label will be pasted on it.
The Roll Stock- Take operation on the other hand, focuses on the scanning of barcodes roll by roll. Scanning barcodes
increases the speed by 300% compared to doing it manually. The accounting department will now receive a stock
matching report and cost valuation to update the month-end roll stock closing value.
It’s easy to see how this can greatly benefit TCG Rengo Singapore. With such a straightforward operation, new logistics
and wet-end operators can quickly understand the system and use it immediately. With its real-time feature, errors are
reduced to zero. Other than reducing manpower costs, the system saves time, speeds up processes and helps achieve
month-end closing on time.
With a sight on being a market leader, it is no surprise TCG Rengo Singapore is well on track together with Prestige
Atlantic’s business solutions.
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MYT Packaging Sdn Bhd, Skudai, Johor, Malaysia
“Getting Back On Track”
MYT Packaging, located in Skudai, provides a wide range of
paper packaging products especially in niche and special
packaging products for furniture products for export markets.
Renowned for its customer oriented and personalized services,
today MYT is one of the most well known paper-packaging
suppliers in the southern region of West Malaysia.
One of the biggest challenges in the past 8 years was the huge
expense in designing, developing, maintaining its IT infrastructure
and keeping its IT costs down. Moreover, the system developed
by its system analyst and programmer has little relevance in the
paper & packaging industries. After much consideration, MYT
Packaging decided to drop the project and decided to
evaluate how CPS/Enterprise can benefit them.
Within a short period of time of adopting the CPS/Enterprise, MYT Packaging could immediately see the benefits of the
CPS/ Enterprise. A proven and established software solution specially catered for the paper & packaging industry, this was
the solution MYT Packaging has been looking for. For MYT Packaging, success relies on a dependable system that could
be trusted to be fully functional at all times with no hiccups. To gain strategic advantage is to do what competitors do not.
By fine tuning processes from sales to managing cost to production, and to maximize each stage of maximum efficiency,
time and costs do down, while profits go up.
Today, MYT could look forward to even greater business accomplishments. And CPS/Enterprise continues to run its business
in the way one could expect it to: fully dependable and reliable.

Niche and special packaging designs for furniture Products are upgraded into
CPS/Enterprise standard IDC Library to suit MYT Packaging Sdn Bhd
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Kotak Malaysia (KOM) Sdn Bhd, Melaka, Malaysia
“Success Is In The Details”

Kotak Malaysia (KOM) Sdn. Bhd is a wholly owned
subsidiary of MUDA Holdings Berhad, a public listed
company in the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. Kotak
Malaysia produces paper carton related packaging
products, meeting both local and international markets.
Already a client of Prestige Atlantic who is enjoying the
benefits of the flagship CPS/ Enterprise system, Kotak
Malaysia explored further collaborations with Prestige
Atlantic on the Stock Take Project.

The CPS/ Enterprise Plug-In RF Roll Stock has one aim: increase productivity and simplify roll stock inventory operations.
The Wet-End operation makes the roll stock process fast and accurate. By reinventing or tweaking the barcode system,
processes are easy to handle. First, a barcode is pasted on each roll stock, indicating every specification such as paper
type, mill supplier etc. Now readily identifiable, when it is in the warehouse, it is easily picked up accurately via a handheld mobile device. Upon scanning, the CPS Server detects that the roll has already been supplied for production run.
After being transferred to the corrugator machine standby area, the bar code will be torn off. After the production, the
barcode is scanned by the wet-end operator and the CPS System is updated to see if the roll has been fully consumed.
If it is partially consumed, the CPS System will also detect this and it will be returned into the inventory as butt roll. The
butt roll remains are automatically computed and a barcode label will be pasted on it.

Roll Stock-Taking

Step 1: Scan Roll as Stock-Take
 Run Update and Scan
 Display Total Rolls Taken
 Display ID#, Type, Sub, Size, Full/Butt, KG,
DIA, LM. Location, etc
 If Full, then Confirm
 If Butt, input DIA and Confirm
 If Scan Again, Display Duplicate Entry
Step 2: If Roll Type is Wrong
 Run Change Type and Scan
 If Full change to Butt, input DIA and Confirm
 If Butt change to Full, then Confirm
Step 3: Delete Roll as Stock-Take
 Run Delete and Scan
 Confirm Delete
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The second part, the Roll Stock-Take is all about scanning barcodes roll by roll. Compared to manual work, scanning
this way increases speed by 300%, saving valuable time and reducing errors. The accounting department will now
receive a stock matching report and cost valuation to update the month-end roll stock closing value.
With a business enabling system this powerful, it is no wonder how Kotak Malaysia is a market leader in its industry.
After all, Prestige Atlantic’s entire spectrum of business offerings aims to make business faster, better, more efficient
and hence saving time and increasing profit.

Motorola AP5131 Access Point
- covers 100 meter open area

New Roll- Stock Label
- in HP Laser A4 size
Motorola MC9090 Mobile Computer
- long range mobile can shoot up to
12- 14 feet

MC Pack (M) Sdn Bhd, Johor, Malaysia
“Writing Its Way to Success”
MC Pack Malaysia Sdn Bhd, with a synergistic affiliation to the
umbrella group, Muda Holdings Berhad, sits unassumingly at
Senai, Johor. It is a joint venture with a leading Japanese
packaging company, Chuoh Pack Industry Co., Ltd, that
engages in the production and sale of corrugated cardboard
products. It also provides flexible packaging paper products
and other paper products, as well as selling petrochemical
products. The company was founded in 1957 and is based in
Nishikasugai-gun, Japan. Chuoh Pack Industry Co., Ltd.
manufactures and sells corrugated cardboard containers. The
Company sells its products primarily to Toyota Motor Corp.
A small but dynamic company, MC Pack Malaysia’s processes
benefit from Prestige Atlantic with its most recent acquisition of
the CPS/Enterprise Cheque Writer.

EPSON LQ 680 Pro Printer
to print the cheque

Sample Cheque

A simple yet powerful took to streamline cheque issuing, this
all-in-one devices is linked to multiple banks. With safety as its
highest priority, the cheque writer is equipped with state of
the art security features to ensure a peace of mind. For
instance, cheques can only have a one-time printing, and
are only handled by authorized members of the company.
Easy to use, easy to navigate, and fast, the cheque writer
offers much value-added service to users, such as allowing
cheques for the next month to be processed regardless of
month-end closing, while being able to prepare payments for
the following month and at the same time keeping the
integrity of current month’s AR aging. Cheque cancellations,
replacements, supporting GL payments and even sub
charges, log check, posting log are some of the many
features offered by the cheque writer to ensure payments run
smoothly with no interruptions.

